Strategic Partnership Agreement between His Little Ones, Inc. and Romania Without Orphans Alliance

This press release stands to publicize the newly aligned strategic partnership between His Little Ones, Inc. and Romania Without Orphans Alliance with the goal of supporting orphan care in Romania.

AUSTIN, Texas (PRWEB) February 03, 2020 -- His Little Ones, Inc. (HLO) has entered into a strategic partnership agreement with Romania Without Orphans Alliance (ARFO).

The two organizations are joining efforts in their mission to find families for orphaned and abandoned children in Romania. HLO will lend support to ARFO by sharing best practices and providing fundraising strategies. ARFO will seek to increase the number of adoptions in Romania while promoting this partnership. ARFO will host HLO delegates for the purpose of making expertise available to our partners and advancing our shared mission.

Dr. Andrei Duta, founder and chairman of HLO, commented on the partnership, “It is an honor to collaborate with ARFO. I have tremendous respect for Alex Ilie who leads by example. He and his wife have personally adopted five children. Moreover, through ARFO, they are now impacting the lives of thousands more.”

Mr. Alexandru Ilie, founder and executive director of ARFO, responded, “The evolving partnership with His Little Ones, Inc. is an answer to our prayers. We’ve been looking for strategic partners who share our vision. Andrei Duta and the HLO team are visionary faith champions who’ve been supporting thousands of children since 2001. We believe that together we can magnify the positive impact.”

The leaders of the two organizations are confident that this partnership will be fruitful and bless many children.

For further information, please contact Dr. Andrei Duta at andrei@hislittleones.org or Mr. Alexandru Ilie at contact@romaniafaraorfani.ro.
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